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Fiscal pressures have prompted many local governments to reduce retirement 
bene!ts for new hires, which raises the question: Will these new employees have 
suf!cient retirement savings after a career in local government? 

One way employees can increase their retirement security is to enroll in a supple-
mental savings plan. Unfortunately, while these plans are common in local governments, 
there are surprisingly few incentives for employees to enroll in them.

In this issue brief, University of Georgia Researcher Paula Sanford examines the role 
of automatic enrollment in local governments. She found many studies on the bene!ts 
and limitations of auto enrollment in the private sector but nothing about automatic 
enrollment in local governments. 

Why have local governments been slow to adopt automatic enrollment practices?

1) Legal constraints. Only 11 states permit automatic enrollment for public de!ned
contribution plans. In a few places, an exemption to anti-garnishment laws has
been written into statute for a particular retirement system or plan.

2) Perception. Government leaders worry that automatic enrollment in a supplemen-
tal savings plan might overburden their employees, especially those who earn
modest wages.

3) Labor questions. There is debate in the labor community about whether or not
automatic enrollment should be supported.

4) Administrative challenges, such as multiple record keepers.

Even so, a number of local governments have successfully adopted automatic enroll-
ment. This issue brief examines the experiences of Cobb County, Georgia; Multnomah 
County, Oregon; and the City of Los Angeles. It also describes the experience of the 
South Dakota Supplemental Retirement Plan, which serves more than 470 units of local 
governments. (For more information, see the Center’s study on the South Dakota plan.)
Working with employees and focusing on education were key factors to successful imple-
mentation. Having a single record keeper is considered a best practice, but it requires 
good planning to make a smooth transition.

The Center for State and Local Government Excellence gratefully acknowledges the 
!nancial support from ICMA-RC to undertake this research project.

Elizabeth K. Kellar
President and CEO
Center for State and Local Government Excellence

http://slge.org/publications/south-dakota-state%e2%80%99s-retirement-plan-experience-shows-power-of-automatic-enrollment-to-dramatically-increase-participation
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Introduction
The myriad of public sector retirement bene!t reforms 
over the last several years has resulted in a greater shar-
ing of !nancial responsibilities between the employer 
and the employee. This means that many employees will 
need to increase their level of personal savings to help 
fund their retirements. One of the best ways they can do 
so is through a supplemental savings plan. Yet, pub-
lic employees have been reluctant to sign up for these 
plans even after receiving !nancial education about the 
importance of doing so. Economists have studied this 
phenomenon and developed a body of work referred to 
as “behavioral economics” that explains why people are 
lax about saving. On the basis of this information, the 
!nancial industry has developed savings tools, the most
popular and successful being automatic enrollment.
However, because of the public sector’s use of de!ned
bene!ts plans historically, there has been a perception
that government employees do not require substantial
additional savings for retirement, so automatic enroll-
ment has not been widely adopted in the public sec-
tor. Several other legal, administrative, and perceptual
challenges have also stymied the expansion of automatic
enrollment. With the changing retirement environment,
these concerns may need to be addressed in order to
provide more !nancial options that encourage savings
and !nancial security during retirement.

Because local governments differ signi!cantly from 
states in terms of their legal status, service responsi-
bilities, and cultures, this brief focuses on automatic 
enrollment in a local government context. Along with 
providing a primer for what automatic enrollment is, 
why it is needed, and what challenges have forestalled 
its adoption, the brief presents cases studies of local 
governments that have overcome those challenges as 
well as ideas for how other local governments can do 
the same.

The information for this report comes from a review 
of written research and interviews with experts in the 
!eld of de!ned contribution retirement plans.1 There
is a growing body of work from both academic and
practitioner sources on the bene!ts and limitations of
automatic enrollment; however, these studies focus on
private sector implementation, likely because public
sector use of this feature is relatively new and less com-
mon. In fact, no research exists that exclusively consid-
ers automatic enrollment for local governments.2 Thus,
this study’s !ndings and conclusions rely heavily on
the insights from interviewees who have had experi-
ence with automatic enrollment in a local government
context.

What Is Automatic Enrollment
Automatic enrollment is the best-known and most 
widely used feature from a suite of automatic options 
used to promote savings in de!ned contribution 
plans. With automatic enrollment, a plan sponsor or 
employer3 automatically enrolls the employee in a 
de!ned contribution plan at a default employee contri-
bution rate and default investment option. Employees 
can opt out of the plan if they choose. The purpose of 
automatic enrollment is to increase employee participa-
tion in the employer’s de!ned contribution retirement 
plan and to increase the amount of individual sav-
ings. Because private sector experience has shown this 
feature to be very successful in achieving those goals,4 
automatic enrollment is generally considered best prac-
tice in de!ned contribution design.5

There are two main decisions that need to be made 
in establishing an automatic enrollment feature: the 
default employee contribution rate and the default 
investment option. The plan sponsor makes those deci-
sions. The default employee contribution rate can be 
set at any amount, and the employer may or may not 
offer a matching contribution. In the private sector, the 
most common default employee contribution amount 
is 3 percent of salary, and there is often an employer 
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match.6 For governments with automatic enrollment, 
the default contribution is lower typically—for example, 
1 percent—because the de!ned contribution plan is 
most likely supplemental to a primary de!ned bene!t 
retirement plan. Target date and other professionally 
managed funds have become the default investment 
option of choice because they offer a diversi!ed invest-
ment portfolio that automatically adjusts investment 
risk according to a participant’s age or years until 
retirement.7

The reason for automatic enrollment’s success in 
increasing participation in retirement savings plans 
can be attributed to human behavior—speci!cally, 
our inertia with respect to decision making.8 For many 
people, the decisions involved with saving for retire-
ment, such as determining how much to save and what 
investments to choose, can be overwhelming; thus 
people simply don’t act. Furthermore, many people 
value near-term consumption far more than saving for 
future consumption, which results in too little sav-
ings. Automatic enrollment works because individuals 
are not required to deliberately act to save, and with a 
target date fund default, they do not need to regularly 
adjust their investments. Inertia is also the biggest limi-
tation with automatic enrollment because participants 
often stay with the default contribution rate, regardless 
of whether it is the most appropriate amount for that 
person to save.9

Another signi!cant problem is that many partici-
pants perceive the default contribution rate as advice 
about how much they should be saving, and therefore 
they stay at that rate. This inertia becomes troubling 
when employers set the default contribution rate too 
low and participants who stay at that rate end up with 
too little income during retirement. Employers often set 
low default rates because of concerns that employees 
will opt out of the plan if rates are too high or because 
of guidelines set under the Pension Protection Act 
of 2006 (PPA). The PPA provides a safe harbor10 for 
private sector employers who offer automatic enroll-
ment in de!ned contribution plans that follow speci!c 
guidelines, such as a maximum initial employee contri-
bution rate of 3 percent with the rate escalating up to 
6 percent. Because of the combination of low default 
rates and inertia, automatic enrollment is often paired 
with automatic escalation. Under automatic escalation, 
participants’ contributions are “increased at regular 
intervals, typically annually, until a predetermined 
contribution level or cap is reached.”11 Again owing to 
inertia, automatic escalation works because people do 
not have to actively decide to increase their contribu-
tion rates. As concerns for retirement income adequacy 

grow, so too does the push for higher default enroll-
ment rates and escalation caps for primary de!ned 
contribution plans.12 

Adoption of Automatic Enrollment
Over the past 15 years, the private sector has signi!-
cantly increased its support for automatic enrollment as 
a part of its de!ned contribution plan design. In 1999, 
only 4.2 percent of 401(k) plans had adopted automatic 
enrollment;13 today that !gure has grown to approxi-
mately 50 percent,14 with higher percentages for larger 
plans. A 2012 survey of large-plan sponsors by the 
De!ned Contribution Institutional Investment Associa-
tion found that over half (56 percent) of the respondents 
used automatic enrollment in their de!ned contribution 
plans; and of those who did not yet have the feature, 
a third expected to add it within the next year.15 The 
growth in private sector implementation of automatic 
enrollment has been driven by the PPA, which pro-
vides a safe harbor to employers who adopt automatic 
enrollment in their 401(k) plans, and by the increasing 
recognition of the importance of income adequacy in 
retirement. However, researchers in this area have noted 
that the adoption growth rates are likely to slow down 
in the future as those employers who support automatic 
enrollment have likely already implemented it.16

Private sector employers have embraced automatic 
enrollment because (1) the feature meets their objec-
tive of increasing employee plan participation, and (2) 
employees like the feature. A 2012 study by the Lincoln 
Financial Group found that 94 percent of employers 
recognize the success of automatic enrollment in driving 
higher participation and deferral rates in their retire-
ment plans.17 Studies repeatedly show that participation 
reaches over 80 percent for plans with automatic enroll-
ment while plans without it achieve participation rates of 
only 55–65 percent.18 The impact on younger workers—
those in their early 20s—is especially signi!cant as their 
participation rates reach in the mid-70 percent range for 
plans with automatic enrollment but are only in the low 
20s for plans without it.19 Employee support for auto-
matic enrollment is expressed through low opt-out rates, 
typically around 10 percent, and supported by the results 
of attitudinal surveys. A nationwide survey of working 
adults found that 74 percent of respondents of all ages 
would rather be automatically enrolled in a workplace 
retirement plan than enroll in one themselves.20

In contrast, the public sector has been much slower 
to adopt automatic enrollment for its de!ned contribu-
tion plans.21 In its 2014 annual survey, the National 
Association of Government De!ned Contribution 
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Administrators (NAGDCA) found that for 87 percent 
of respondents, participation in their governmental 
de!ned contribution plans is optional; but for those 
with optional enrollment, only 2 percent use automatic 
enrollment.22 However, 18 percent of the respondents 
who have not adopted automatic enrollment are con-
sidering doing so. Currently, !ve states have automatic 
enrollment for the de!ned contribution plans available 
for their workers: Georgia (ERSG) Missouri (MOSERS), 
South Dakota (SDRS), Texas (ERS), and Virginia 
(VRS). Of these plans, only SDRS and VRS allow local 
govern-ments to participate; to date, however, no local 
gov-ernments have chosen to adopt automatic 
enrollment through VRS while 22 have done so with 
SDRS. 

No national surveys exist about the adoption of 
automatic enrollment by cities and counties. To attain a 
rough estimation of the use of automatic enrollment by 
local governments, several large record keepers were 
contacted.23 Surprisingly, the results showed only nine 
local governments as currently having automatic 
enroll-ment. ICMA (the International City/County 
Manage-ment Association) conducted an automatic 
enrollment participation survey in its electronic 
newsletter during March 2014, and none of the 
respondents reported having adopted automatic 
enrollment. For the local governments that have 
adopted automatic enrollment, including those in South 
Dakota, all but three have applied the feature to a 
deferred compensation 457(b) plan. The absence of 
automatic enrollment at the local level is somewhat 
surprising in light of the larger public sector pension 
reform movement, which will require additional 
savings by many employees.

Other Automatic Investment 
Features
Prior to the widespread use of target date funds and 
other managed funds, plan participants had to select 
their own investments. Due to a lack of knowledge 
about investing and risk, many chose more extreme 
allocations, such as putting more than 90 percent of 
their assets in either very aggressive or very conser-
vative asset classes, or investing inappropriately for 
their age. In order to address this situation and help 
participants with their asset allocations, some !nancial 
experts are now suggesting that all plan participants be 
automatically reenrolled in their plans on a periodic 
basis. Under reenrollment, participants who wish to 
maintain their current investment choices must actively 
reelect them. If they do not, all of the participant’s  

current and future contributions would be automati-
cally enrolled into a target date fund. Employers also 
use this opportunity to automatically enroll employees 
who do not already participate in the plan. 

For a reenrollment effort to be successful, plan 
sponsors would need to spend considerable time 
educating employees about the default target date fund 
and its bene!ts. Plan sponsors should also provide 
extensive education about why reenrollment is neces-
sary and ample opportunity for employees to reselect 
their options. Those employees who actively manage 
their accounts and have a diversi!ed portfolio may 
resent having to select their choices again, so this 
process should be made as simple as possible, such as 
by checking a box. This concern may explain why this 
feature is not widely used. Another option could be to 
target only those employees with extreme allocations, 
which should lessen employee dissatisfaction with the 
feature.

Rather than making extreme allocations, many 
participants initially make relatively diverse investment 
choices; but due to a lack of active management, their 
asset distributions become skewed over time because of 
the proportionally higher growth rate of riskier assets. 
For this reason, !nancial consultants recommend that 
investors annually rebalance their investments to their 
initial allocations. To overcome the problems associ-
ated with investor inertia, plan sponsors can adopt 
automatic rebalancing. With automatic rebalancing, 
the record keeper adjusts an account’s portfolio to an 
appropriate asset class mix annually or perhaps quar-
terly. The plan sponsor could use this opportunity to 
educate participants about the importance of diversi-
!ed and age-appropriate investing as well as encourage
participation in a target date fund.

Current Public Sector Retirement 
Environment
Since the Great Recession, states and local govern-
ments across the country have been amending their 
employee retirement bene!t packages to decrease 
!nancial liabilities, reduce risk, and adjust to market
demands for greater employee mobility. In a study of
local government retirement bene!ts, it is important
to include state plans because over 80 percent of state
retirement systems have plans that permit local govern-
ment participation.24

Reforms over the last several years have been 
widespread. From 2007 to 2014, 48 states have enacted 
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changes to one or more of their pension plans.25 Like-
wise, in an annual survey of workforce trends, the Cen-
ter for State and Local Government Excellence (SLGE) 
found that, between 2009 and 2013, 30 percent of local 
government respondents had changed the retirement 
bene!ts they offered employees. For both state and 
local governments, common changes to de!ned bene!t 
plans included increasing employee contributions, age 
and service requirements, and the time required for 
new employees to vest, as well as reducing cost-of-
living adjustments (COLAs). For example, during that 
time, 28 states increased employee contribution rates.26 
Likewise, between 2010 and 2013, 17 states reduced, 
suspended, or eliminated COLAs for one or more plans, 
which affects both employees and often current retir-
ees.27 Although these reforms have kept the de!ned 
bene!t plans relatively intact, they do reduce employee 
bene!ts. Even seemingly small changes such as 
expanding the number of years used to calculate !nal 
average salary from three to !ve can reduce a retire-
ment bene!t by 2.4 percent.28

One of the more signi!cant reforms in public retire-
ment bene!ts has been the transition to hybrid plans. 
Sixteen states have either an optional or a mandatory 
hybrid plan for state and local government employees.29 
There are two types of plans: cash balance plans and 
combination plans. With cash balance plans, the plan’s 
sponsor invests employee and employer contributions 
and guarantees a fairly conservative rate of return; at 
retirement, an employee’s account balance is converted 
into an annuity. With a combination plan, employees 
participate in a de!ned bene!t plan but with a service 
multiplier that is lower than that used in more tradi-
tional plans—that is, a bene!t multiplier that is 1 to 
1.5 percent times years of service rather than 2 to 2.5 
percent. Because of the lower pension bene!t, employ-
ees are required or strongly encouraged to participate 
in a supplemental de!ned contribution plan. 

Another important environmental change for 
retirement bene!ts is the evolving workforce. Younger 
employees are expected to be more mobile than has his-
torically been the case, while certain classes of workers, 
such as information technology specialists, are known 
to move regularly between the public and private sec-
tors. These workers are less likely to stay with a public 
employer long enough to reap the full rewards offered 
through a de!ned bene!t plan. Younger employees 
must work many years to accrue bene!ts equal to what 
they could earn under a de!ned contribution plan with 
the same contribution rate.30 Because a mobile work-
force is less likely to receive a full pension bene!t, these 

employees will need more personal savings, which 
can be encouraged through automatic enrollment in a 
supplemental retirement plan.

Researchers who have reviewed these changes 
generally come to same conclusion: current and future 
public employees will need to work longer or save 
more to have an adequate income in retirement.31 A 
2014 study by the SLGE and the National Associa-
tion of State Retirement Administrators found that the 
expected average retirement income for future retirees 
will be approximately 92 percent of pre-reform bene!ts 
for the 24 states analyzed.32 Yet we know from behav-
ioral economics and actual plan participation !gures 
that !nancial education may not be enough to increase 
employee savings. The aforementioned 2014 national 
survey by NAGDCA found that the average employee 
participation in 457(b) plans was just 49 percent.33 This 
!gure includes governments that do not participate in
Social Security, so savings beyond the de!ned bene!t
plan is often critical. Workforce trends and the current
state of public retirement bene!ts strongly suggest that
de!ned contribution features that encourage savings,
such as automatic enrollment, can play an important
role in the retirement income security of many public
employees.

Public Sector Challenges with 
Automatic Enrollment
Even though automatic enrollment is considered best 
practice and there may be real bene!ts to adopting it 
for supplemental plans, there exist challenges to doing 
so. Both the nature of these challenges and the degree 
of dif!culty in overcoming them vary greatly. This 
research groups these challenges into three general 
categories: legal, administrative, and perceptual. 

Legal

By far the greatest hindrance to the adoption of auto-
matic enrollment for local governments is anti-garnish-
ment laws. These laws prohibit employers, including 
governments, from garnishing wages without the 
employee’s express consent, typically through written 
acknowledgment. Speci!c exceptions are written into 
law for union dues, withholding taxes, de!ned bene!t 
contributions, other bene!ts, and court orders. In only 
11 states is automatic enrollment permitted for public 
de!ned contribution plans, because payroll deductions 
for retirement bene!ts do not require an employee’s 
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signature.34 In a handful of cases, general anti-garnish-
ment laws exist, but an exemption has been written 
into statute for a particular retirement system or plan. 
For example, the Missouri State Deferred Compensa-
tion plan uses automatic enrollment for state employ-
ees hired after July 1, 2012.35 This allowance does not 
extend to de!ned contribution plans that serve employ-
ees of cities, counties, or other political subdivisions. 
For the remaining states, the anti-garnishment provi-
sions vary from a likelihood that automatic enrollment 
may be permitted to a very explicit mandate for an 
employee’s written authorization to withhold wages as 
deferred compensation. 

Some labor and political organizations have 
expressed concerns over the adoption of automatic 
enrollment because they fear that reformed de!ned 
contribution plans could lead to replacing public 
de!ned bene!t plans. To the extent that these concerns 
result in political activism, public employers’ ability 
to change anti-garnishment laws could be blocked. In 
“right-to-work” states, this challenge is far less of an 
issue, if at all. However, this research found a few pub-
lic sector labor groups supporting automatic enrollment 
as a means to encourage savings after the government’s 
de!ned bene!t plan had been reformed. If union lead-
ership believes elected of!cials and management will 
not try to erode bene!ts further, they may be more sup-
portive of including automatic features in supplemental 
de!ned compensation plans for their members.

Administrative

Administrative barriers are considered to be those that 
are caused by management practices or due to wide-
spread administrative conditions. A substantial but 
!xable challenge with adopting automatic enrollment 
for deferred compensation [i.e., 457(b)] plans arises 
when a local government uses multiple record keep-
ers. In this scenario, the local government would likely 
have a primary de!ned bene!t plan and, to encourage 
further employee savings, also offers a 457(b) plan. 
When the 457(b) plan was initiated, there was one 
record keeper; but for some reason, such as employees 
wanting different investment options, the government 
added a second record keeper with which employees 
could invest their contributions. The challenge, as it 
relates to automatic enrollment, occurs when two or 
more record keepers offer a target date fund or the type 
of fund wanted as the default investment option. The 
government must select a record keeper that will get 
all the automatic enrollees and therefore more busi-
ness, which could make relations with the other record 

keeper(s) more dif!cult. Best practice recommends a 
single record keeper in order to improve coordination 
of employee investments and to provide better !nancial 
consultation.36 

Some governments may be concerned about the 
cost of automatic enrollment. Because of the high par-
ticipation rates with this feature, local governments that 
match employee contributions into a de!ned contribu-
tion plan may have to pay more after adopting auto-
matic enrollment. According to NAGDCA’s 2014 survey, 
32 percent of single-employer de!ned contribution 
plans do not offer an employer matching contribution.37 

One solution to cost concerns would be for govern-
ments to select a matching formula that accounts for 
the high participation rates that come with automatic 
enrollment and is therefore budget neutral for the 
government. Individually, employees would receive a 
smaller match, but more employees would be receiving 
the bene!t.

Keeping informed of best practice in the area of 
employee bene!ts takes time and energy, and most 
small local governments do not have the staff to dedi-
cate substantial resources to learning about it. They 
employ only one or two human resource (HR) person-
nel, who spend their time on daily program administra-
tion such as hiring personnel. Actively reviewing the 
design of the government’s deferred compensation plan 
is not a high priority as senior administrators often see 
it as just an additional service for employees and not a 
core component of employee retirement income. Unless 
employees push for plan redesign, it is unlikely to 
happen; yet we know from behavioral economics that 
employees won’t push for redesign because of inertia. 
They need the external encouragement to save, which 
may come through plan features such as automatic 
enrollment.

Perceptual

Perceptual barriers to automatic enrollment are likely 
more common in local governments than in state 
governments because of the culture, size, and gener-
ally more limited resources of local governments. These 
challenges may be the most easily overcome because it 
just takes education to do so; yet they can also be some 
of the most intractable challenges if policy makers do 
not want to accept the information given to them.

Perhaps the biggest attitudinal barrier to automatic 
enrollment is the perception that it is not needed. 
Policy makers, either elected or appointed, often believe 
that with a de!ned bene!t plan, employees should 
have suf!cient income in retirement, especially if the 
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bene!t is coupled with Social Security. By far the vast 
majority of local government employees (82 percent) 
have access to a de!ned bene!t plan, and the participa-
tion rate is 78 percent.38 A public de!ned contribution 
plan in systems with a de!ned bene!t plan is seen as 
a supplement, not as a signi!cant source of income. 
However, as discussed in the previous section on the 
current environment, pension reforms over the last 
several years have made many of the de!ned bene!t 
plans less generous. Instead of de!ned contribution 
plans being used to pay for unanticipated expenses 
such as home repairs or lifestyle choices such as travel, 
for many retirees the plans will be used to offset lost 
buying power due to in"ation, rising health costs, or 
other daily expenses.

For local governments that have primary de!ned 
contribution plans, mandatory employee contribu-
tions are more prevalent. Most experts view mandatory 
employee retirement contributions as best practice, 
and therefore it would be the preferred option over 
automatic enrollment.39 More often, the concern with 
employee contributions rates in this context is that they 
are too low, which may call for an automatic escalation 
plan feature instead of automatic enrollment.

Local governments that participate in state de!ned 
bene!t plans that have undergone legislative reforms 
may not fully understand how the changes !nancially 
affect their future retirees. Furthermore, the !nancial 
impact of de!ned bene!t reforms such as COLA reduc-
tions or of increasing the years to retirement is not 
easily calculated.

Even with retirement plans that have not under-
gone substantial changes, local governments may not 
fully know the projected retirement income of their 
employees and how much their employees will need in 
the future. The amount of retirement income workers 
will need is increasing,40 yet that message—and how it 
may necessitate a review of retirement bene!ts—has 
not been shared with all local of!cials. Too often these 
of!cials base decisions about employee bene!ts and 
retirement security on what an employee with 30 years 
of service could earn rather than considering employee 
turnover and what the average employee will actually 
earn. Using the former perspective could result in an 
overly optimistic view of retirees’ !nancial conditions. 
Exacerbating the problem is that local governments 
may not have all the data or staff resources they need 
to undertake a thorough retirement income gap analy-
sis of their workforce. On a more basic level, local 
of!cials may not even fully understand how automatic 
enrollment works—for example, that it allows employ-

ees to opt out and thus differs from mandatory partici-
pation—or that employees, once signed up in a de!ned 
contribution plan through automatic enrollment, really 
like it. 

A frequently cited challenge to automatic enroll-
ment is the notion that it will overburden employees, 
particularly lower-paid employees, since they are likely 
already contributing to a de!ned bene!t plan. Nearly 
all local government employees with de!ned bene!t 
plans contribute to them (85 percent), and the average 
contribution rate is 6.6 percent of salary.41 Since 2009, 
28 states have raised employee contribution rates in at 
least one of their public pension plans.42 Further stress-
ing employees is that they have experienced either no 
or limited pay raises for the last several years. Although 
this problem does appear to be ending as the economy 
and housing markets have rebounded and tax bases 
have improved, it does not change the reality that many 
local public employees will need personal savings 
beyond their de!ned bene!t plan and Social Security in 
retirement and will likely be better served with small 
savings now that can provide improved !nancial secu-
rity later.

The retirement bene!ts committee or deferred 
compensation committee may be hesitant to take on 
the additional !duciary responsibility that comes with 
automatic enrollment: the selection of a default invest-
ment option, which is very important and requires 
research to ensure that a sound choice has been made 
for enrollees. The widespread use of target date funds 
as the default enrollment option can boost con!dence 
in the appropriateness of this investment vehicle, but it 
has its own !duciary issues. As a fee-based investment, 
target date funds require more attention and oversight 
than some other funds, such as an index fund. Target 
date funds also vary substantially in their glide paths 
(i.e., the formula for adjusting the mix of assets in a 
fund as it reaches its target date) because of the invest-
ment assumptions that underlie them. 

Owing to their size and limited resources, small and 
medium-sized local governments will often wait for 
their states and large cities and counties to implement 
reforms and best practice !rst. Reasonably, many local 
of!cials wonder about the ef!cacy of a policy if larger 
governments have not yet adopted it. Smaller govern-
ments typically do not have the resources to research 
and develop implementation strategies for cutting-edge 
policy design. Instead, they learn lessons from larger 
governments, seeing what worked well and what did 
not and then adapt policies to !t their circumstances. 
This conservative approach is often less resource 
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intensive and avoids costly policy design mistakes. 
Of course, not all small and mid-sized governments 
adhere to this policy implementation model, but it is 
reasonable to predict that widespread local adoption of 
automatic enrollment will not occur until more states 
and large cities and counties do so. Likewise, many 
local governments participate in their states’ de!ned 
contribution plans; so until their states adopt automatic 
enrollment, they won’t either.

Some local government of!cials are apprehen-
sive about the perceived paternalism associated with 
automatic enrollment and other automatic features for 
de!ned contribution plans. Their apprehension stems 
not from a lack of knowledge or from legal or resource 
constraints but from concerns about the employer’s 
relationship with and responsibility for the employee. 
Some of!cials believe that employees are best able to 
make retirement savings and investment decisions for 
themselves. Yet behavioral economics has repeatedly 
shown that individuals struggle with these decisions 
and need and usually value strong incentives to save. 
Furthermore, this apprehension about perceived pater-
nalism is incongruent with de!ned bene!t plans, which 
mandate contributions, manage investments, and pro-
vide a lifetime annuity for the employee.

Successful Automatic Enrollment 
Efforts
The discussion on challenges with automatic enroll-
ment helps to explain why so few local governments 
have adopted the feature for their de!ned contribution 
plans. This section reviews four governments that have 
overcome those challenges to successfully adopt auto-
matic enrollment for the betterment of their employees’ 
retirement income security.

Cobb County, Georgia43

Located in the Atlanta metropolitan area, Cobb County 
provides a full range of services to its 717,910 resi-
dents.44 In line with its very strong reputation for sound 
administration and implementation of best administra-
tive practices, the county undertook pension reform in 
2009, establishing a hybrid retirement plan that went 
into effect on January 1, 2010, for new employees. The 
de!ned bene!t multiplier was decreased from 2.5 per-
cent of salary to 1 percent, and the county instituted a 
“Rule of 80” for normal retirement for general employ-
ees. Employees contribute 3 percent45 of salary to the 

de!ned bene!t plan while the employer contribution is 
16.4 percent. Employees participate in Social Security.

Originally, employees hired under the hybrid plan 
had to opt into the deferred compensation [457(b)] 
plan. To encourage participation in the 457(b) plan, the 
county matches employee contributions at 50 percent, 
up to a maximum of 2 percent of salary (4 percent 
employee contribution). The county’s contribution is 
invested in a 401(a) plan. However when the hybrid 
plan was adopted, employee participation in the 457(b) 
plan was lower than was hoped, so the county’s retire-
ment board began advocating for automatic enrollment.

The board was well aware of behavioral economics 
literature and of automatic enrollment’s success in the 
private sector. In contrast, county staff were somewhat 
reluctant to adopt automatic enrollment, concerned that 
employees would not want additional pay deducted 
from their salaries given limited wage increases over 
the previous few years and the relatively low pay 
compared to that in neighboring governments. An 
opportunity to adopt automatic enrollment arose when 
the grandfathered de!ned bene!t plan participants 
had their contributions slightly increased. With that 
increase, hybrid plan members would have an equal 
pay deduction when 1 percent of employee pay was 
transferred to a 457(b) account. This alleviated con-
cerns that employees in the hybrid plan would resent 
having more pay deducted than their longer-tenured 
counterparts, who are under the grandfathered plan. 

The county started automatic enrollment for new 
employees in January 2013, and the feature has been 
very successful at increasing participation in the 457(b) 
plan. Prior to automatic enrollment, countywide partici-
pation in the 457(b) plan was only at about 33 percent; 
yet in just a little over a year, it has increased to 57.5 
percent.46 This increase is striking considering that 
approximately two-thirds of the employees still par-
ticipate in the original de!ned bene!t plan. The initial 
employee contribution under automatic enrollment is 
1 percent of salary, and the county has kept its match-
ing formula for all hybrid plan participants. The default 
investment option is a target date fund. 

Tony Hagler, HR director for Cobb County, attributes 
a large part of automatic enrollment’s success to the 
!nancial education and information new employees 
receive at orientation. With the adoption of automatic 
enrollment, the county worked with its record keeper 
to revamp the !nancial education presentation at 
employee orientation. Now employees are given lunch 
while a !nancial consultant fully explains the bene!ts 
to saving in the 457(b) plan and how automatic enroll-
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ment works. Employees are also given an opportunity 
to amend their contributions or even opt out of the 
plan. As a testament to the quality of the education, 
some employees actually increase their contributions 
during the orientation. The county has not heard any 
complaints from automatically enrolled employees, 
eliminating staff’s concerns about the feature.

The administrative implementation of automatic 
enrollment went very smoothly for county employees. 
They worked with the record keeper on amending the 
plan, and staff were able to easily adjust the payroll 
system, even though they had to account for two types 
of deductions: dollar amount for existing 457(b) plan 
participants, and a percentage of salary for automati-
cally enrolled participants. Fortunately, the payroll sys-
tem can accommodate multiple deduction formats, and 
new codes were added to it. Budgeting for the match 
has also been straightforward with automatic enroll-
ment. The HR of!ce has a good estimate for employee 
turnover rates, so staff can calculate the money needed 
for the 457(b) plan match because participation with 
automatic enrollment is so steady.

The county would still like to enroll hybrid plan 
participants who were hired between 2010 and 2013 
but have not yet joined the 457(b) plan. This summer 
the county plans to start an enrollment campaign that 
includes !nancial incentives. The difference in 457(b) 
plan participation rates between employees hired before 
and after automatic enrollment is striking and tends to 
support the argument that adding automatic features 
like automatic enrollment should be done concomi-
tantly with other major retirement bene!t reforms.

Multnomah County, Oregon, and the City of 
Los Angeles, California47

Multnomah County, Oregon, and the City of Los 
Angeles, California, are discussed together because 
these two governments are using the same approach to 
adopting automatic enrollment for their deferred com-
pensation [457(b)] plans even when anti-garnishment 
laws would appear to prohibit it.

Multnomah County Multnomah County’s population 
is 766,13548 and includes the state’s largest city, Port-
land. The county provides mostly traditional county 
services such as courts, human services, elections, and 
public works; and its workforce totals 5,600. In 2003 
the Oregon Public Employees Retirement System, of 
which Multnomah County is a member, underwent 
signi!cant reform, which included moving to a hybrid 
plan for new employees. Under the hybrid plan, general 

employees receive a de!ned bene!t with a multiplier of 
1.5 times years of service, and the employer fully pays 
the necessary contributions. Employees are required  
to contribute 6 percent of their salaries into de!ned 
contribution-type accounts, with the money being 
invested by the Oregon Investment Council. The 
total estimated retirement income from these sources 
is approximately 65 percent of !nal salary. County 
employees also participate in Social Security.

Knowing that employees need to save for retire-
ment, the county encourages all employees to partici-
pate in its 457(b) plan. A big boost came, however, 
when the president of the county’s largest union 
realized that his members’ participation rates were 
very low and wanted to do something about it. County 
staff researched the state’s anti-garnishment statutes 
and determined that Multnomah could have auto-
matic enrollment through labor contracts. Together, 
the union president and the county’s chief !nancial 
of!cer agreed to propose adding automatic enrollment 
language into the union’s next bargaining agreement. 
Multnomah developed an automatic enrollment feature 
that would be used for this union and others that may 
choose to join in the future. The feature applies to new 
employees of the union, has an initial contribution rate 
of 1 percent of employee salary, and has an “opt out” 
provision, with the default investment option being a 
target date fund. There is no employer match. Union 
leadership felt comfortable that the de!ned bene!t 
plan would not be further reduced and that the county 
would not seek additional de!ned bene!t plan changes 
for the foreseeable future. With this trust, the union 
voted in favor of the contract in 2012; so far, the pro-
gram has gone very well with no complaints and very 
few employees opting out. 

Even though the county has two record keep-
ers, which are very different in size and have distinct 
investment options, program implementation went very 
smoothly. One of the county’s record keepers is a local 
credit union, which offers only !xed-rate certi!cates of 
deposit and is used by about 7 percent of plan partici-
pants. In contrast, the other record keeper is a national 
!rm with a wide array of investment options. When 
the county decided to use a target date fund as the 
default investment option for automatic enrollment, the 
national !rm was not a dif!cult or controversial choice.

In the upcoming years, the county anticipates that 
other bargaining units will add the automatic enroll-
ment feature to their contracts as well. Of course, that 
decision will depend on contract votes by each of the 
unions. Ironically, personnel classi!ed as management 
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are unable to have automatic enrollment because they 
are not unionized.

City of Los Angeles The City of Los Angeles has 
3,857,799 residents and employs approximately 44,900 
people to serve them.49 The city’s Deferred Compensa-
tion Plan has $4.4 billion in assets with 40,000 total 
participants. Because the city does not participate 
in Social Security, participation in the 457(b) plan is 
important for employees’ !nancial security in retire-
ment. Currently, about 68 percent of all eligible employ-
ees participate in the plan. 

The city has three de!ned bene!t plans: one for 
sworn of!cers and public safety personnel, one for 
employees of the water and power utilities, and one 
for general employees. To improve the !nancial stabil-
ity of the plans, the city undertook pension reform in 
2013, creating new tiers of bene!ts for new employees. 
Though the changes were not drastic (e.g., bene!t 
multipliers remain unchanged), contribution levels 
increased, and the cumulative changes will require new 
employees to work longer to receive the same bene!ts 
as tenured employees. 

The city’s Deferred Compensation Plan is admin-
istered separately from the pension plan and has long 
taken a position supporting automatic enrollment. As 
the new pension tiers were being implemented, the 
plan’s governing board renewed its study of automatic 
enrollment and began looking for ways to pursue it. 
The plan has already developed a sophisticated retire-
ment planning calculator and communications pro-
gram; the program is geared toward encouraging city 
employees to fully replace their net “lifestyle” income 
upon retirement using a combination of their de!ned 
contribution and de!ned bene!t retirement plans over 
the course of a full career in city government.

Like those in Multnomah County, the city’s board 
and HR staff recognized the state’s anti-garnishment 
law as an obstacle to adopting automatic enrollment. 
Of!cials had hoped that the California legislature 
would pass legislation explicitly allowing the feature 
for local governments, but that never happened even 
though the private sector’s success seemed to be a 
good example. Then, upon closer examination of state 
laws, HR staff determined that the law does permit the 
adoption of automatic enrollment programs provided 
they are negotiated and included in collective bargain-
ing agreements. 

Staff are currently in the process of designing the 
automatic enrollment program feature that they will 
present to the unions as an option for the bargaining 
agreements. The plan’s board and HR staff see the 

automatic enrollment/escalation program as guiding 
employees to meet their full lifestyle income replace-
ment objectives. As part of the feature, the city is also 
seriously considering adopting automatic escalation 
into its 457(b) plan. Right now, the biggest obstacle for 
automatic enrollment appears to be integrating a new 
deduction format into the payroll system. Employees 
currently in the 457(b) plan have deductions made by a 
designated dollar amount; under automatic enrollment, 
the city would want the deductions to be a percentage 
of salary. 

The city currently has 30 unions, and several 
of their contracts will soon be up for renegotiation. 
Plan staff are optimistic that the automatic enroll-
ment program will be attractive to many of the city’s 
unions once its features and bene!ts are thoroughly 
understood. The city expects to have a design ready 
before the end of the calendar year. When !nished, Los 
Angeles plans to work closely with its unions and the 
general employee population to explain the feature’s 
design and purpose. The union representative and 
three elected employees on the plan’s board can also 
help promote automatic enrollment after the board has 
approved it.

South Dakota Retirement System50

The South Dakota Retirement System (SDRS) has over 
77,000 members from state government, the South 
Dakota Board of Regents, municipalities, counties, and 
local school systems. In total, over 470 units of gov-
ernment participate in SDRS, which offers a de!ned 
bene!t plan and a deferred compensation plan. After 
employees complete 30 years of the service, the de!ned 
bene!t plan replaces approximately 50 percent of their 
!nal average salaries. Employees also participate in 
Social Security. However, employees on average retire 
from the system after 20 to 25 years of service.

Though SDRS has had a deferred compensation 
[457(b)] plan for many years, the participation rate 
was only about 20 percent. To help employees !ll 
any income gap needed for a secure retirement, the 
system’s Board of Trustees promoted personal saving 
through SDRS into its mission statement and began 
working with the legislature to adopt automatic enroll-
ment for the 457(b) plan. 

Automatic enrollment started July 1, 2009, for 
new employees. The minimum contribution is $25 per 
month, and the default investment option is a target 
date fund. Automatic enrollment is required for all state 
and Board of Regents employees, but local govern-
ment units can choose to participate in the feature. The 
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initial education effort to encourage participation in 
automatic enrollment was robust. Six months prior to 
its rollout, SDRS sent out letters and postcards to cities 
and counties explaining the feature and even providing 
model resolution wording and reference materials. 

Even with these efforts, the participation rate of 
local governments is not as strong as SDRS would like. 
Of the 122 cities and counties that participate in the 
457(b) plan, 22 have included automatic enrollment. 
Reasons offered for the lower adoption rate are employer 
concerns about overtaxing employees since local pay 
is often lower than state government pay and the need 
to restructure payroll systems. For those that do partici-
pate, the employers and employees are satis!ed with 
the feature as evidenced by the very low opt-out rate of 
employees—just 3.1 percent. Rob Wylie, executive direc-
tor of SDRS, says that the system plans to reignite the 
automatic enrollment participation effort now that SDRS 
has !ve years of savings and participation data to show 
the positive impact the feature has on saving rates.

Overcoming Challenges and 
Lessons Learned
The ease in overcoming challenges with the adoption 
of automatic enrollment varies substantially by the 
type of challenge. Yet lessons and ideas from the cases 
studies and the interviewees demonstrate that many of 
the barriers to automatic enrollment can be addressed 
although it will require !nancial resources, political 
resources, and time.

Union Cooperation

Multnomah County and the City of Los Angeles provide 
excellent examples of local governments that have man-
aged to work around legal barriers by partnering with 
unions to adopt automatic enrollment. In both cases, the 
governments had already undergone pension reform, so 
union leadership did or hopefully will view automatic 
enrollment as a positive supplement to a new retirement 
bene!t package. Automatic enrollment is a response, not 
a precursor, to de!ned bene!t plan changes. 

The cases also show that automatic enrollment does 
not have to be government wide. Multnomah County 
started the feature with one union and plans to include 
more. Los Angeles is designing an automatic enroll-
ment feature and will communicate with unions about 
it; however, the city’s HR staff do not consider univer-
sal adoption necessary for success. 

Securing support for automatic enrollment from 
union leadership and eventually in a collective bar-
gaining agreement requires a certain level of trust by 
the parties and a decent working relationship. Unfor-
tunately, these conditions are not always present. If 
a local government believes automatic enrollment is 
important and would help employees, management can 
begin working with union leadership on the issue. One 
place to start may be educating union leaders about 
their members’ expected income at retirement, level of 
participation in the supplemental retirement plan, and 
ways in which automatic enrollment can improve the 
!nancial condition of their members at retirement.

Education

Educating local government of!cials has the potential 
to overcome many of the perceptual challenges with 
automatic enrollment. Many local of!cials are likely 
unaware of the feature’s design and implementa-
tion "exibility. Employers who are apprehensive that 
existing employees would balk at having their take-
home pay reduced could apply the feature to only new 
employees, a common practice. This was the approach 
used in Cobb County, in Multnomah County, and by 
the SDRS. Concerns about whether employees can 
afford the deductions can be minimized by using small 
default amounts. For example, Ohio Deferred Compen-
sation’s pilot automatic enrollment plan uses an initial 
contribution amount of only $15 per pay period/$30 
per month.51 Of course, employers and plan spon-
sors need to consider the long-term savings needs of 
employees when selecting a default contribution rate.

Local governments may also need help appreciating 
how important it is for their employees to save. Small 
local governments may not have the time or expertise 
to undertake a thorough analysis of their employees’ 
projected retirement incomes and therefore cannot eas-
ily determine whether additional savings enhancements 
like automatic enrollment are necessary. Information 
tools such as basic primers that explain the importance 
of income gap analysis and templates that provide 
step-by-step instruction on completing an income gap 
analysis could be helpful. Regardless of whether the 
incomes of current retirees are suf!cient, simply having 
that information can help local governments in decid-
ing upon current and future employee bene!ts.

One idea worth considering is whether automatic 
enrollment is truly paternalistic if employees want it. 
Research has shown that given the choice, employees 
opt to save through automatic enrollment, particularly 
if given quality !nancial education. In Cobb County, 
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the low opt-out rate by employees even when given a 
withdrawal form is testament to the effectiveness of 
integrating automatic enrollment with quality !nancial 
education during employee orientation. If automatic 
enrollment advocates can explain employees’ support 
for the feature, perhaps local government of!cials will 
be more open to it. 

Although education may help reduce challenges 
to automatic enrollment, the question remains as to 
who will provide it. The various stakeholders each 
have different roles and responsibilities, and all have 
limited resources. Universities and private think tanks 
have undertaken important research in the areas of 
personal savings and retirement income, but their 
role is a relatively passive one. They provide qual-
ity information to those who seek it, but they do not 
lobby for legislative change. Government associations 
exist to serve the interests of members who drive the 
associations’ activities, and they cannot spend limited 
resources on nonmembers or activities not deemed a 
priority by members. Record keepers are also in a dif!-
cult position. Although many already devote substantial 
resources to !nancial education for both their clients 
and non-clients, it may be unfair to expect this group 
to pay for large-scale education efforts. In the future, 
one or more stakeholders in the public retirement arena 
may decide to undertake this challenge. If so, it would 
be very interesting to learn the impact.

Record Keepers

One of the precursors to automatic enrollment is having 
a single record keeper. As a !rst step for local govern-
ments adopting automatic enrollment, interested groups 
could educate local governments about the bene!ts of 
having a single record keeper and why it is considered 
best practice. Local governments with multiple record 
keepers likely would also need advice on how best to 
make a transition to a single record keeper.

Legislative Reform

Because of the nature of politics and how issues come 
to the forefront of the political agenda, perhaps the 
most dif!cult challenge to overcome will be the legisla-
tive barriers caused by anti-garnishment laws. Experts 
agree that a federal law permitting automatic enroll-
ment by governments will not happen; even though 
adding 457(b) plans to the Pension Protection Act 
could be considered a technical amendment to the law, 
ideological differences and stakeholder interests would 
make it politically impossible for the foreseeable future. 

Thus, legal change will need to occur at the state level.
Five states have passed laws permitting automatic 

enrollment for public de!ned contribution plans; 
however, for three of these states, automatic enroll-
ment applies to the state-only retirement system. In 
cases where local governments cannot or choose not to 
participate in the state retirement system, their of!cials 
would need to work with their statewide (e.g., city 
or county) associations to pass legislation that allows 
automatic enrollment for de!ned contribution plans—a 
task that is much easier said than done.

First, local government associations’ legislative pri-
orities are driven by membership concerns, legislator-
initiated bills, and other current realities, such as the 
state of the economy. Yet perceptual challenges may 
keep automatic enrollment from being a legislative 
priority, so educational efforts would need to be under-
taken to create an employer demand for the feature that 
would turn it into a legislative priority.

Second, even if it is determined that local govern-
ments need automatic enrollment authority, actually 
passing legislation can be very dif!cult. The associa-
tion’s advocates need to know far in advance of the 
legislative session that the reform is on the agenda in 
order to develop a strategy for getting it passed. Such a 
strategy would typically include knowing which com-
mittees the bill will be coming before, getting to know 
the committee members and their staffs, determining 
which legislator would be the best sponsor, and get-
ting his or her support. Even if automatic enrollment 
would not be controversial, it may still be dif!cult to 
gain allies for the bill because they would not want to 
expend their resources supporting it. The bill may be 
passed over because of more pressing issues as well. 
Bills that would otherwise pass easily can get caught 
up in political gamesmanship. Because automatic 
enrollment would likely be initiated by an association, 
legislators could very well use the bill as leverage to 
lessen opposition or gain support from the association 
for other legislation.

In states where the majority of local governments 
are under a state retirement plan, local governments 
would need to work with the plan’s executive staff 
and board and try to convince them that the time is 
right for automatic enrollment. The state retirement 
system would have many different issues to consider, 
including whether state employees should have or 
would want automatic enrollment, the organization’s 
relationships with the governor and the legislature, 
likely opposition from interest groups, timing in rela-
tion to other possible retirement plan reforms, and 
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the past, so employees need to save more for retire-
ment. Yet we know from behavioral economics and 
the private sector that employees need encourage-
ment to save. One proven successful savings feature is 
automatic enrollment. Local governments have been 
reluctant to adopt automatic enrollment for several rea-
sons: legal prohibitions through anti-garnishment laws, 
administrative hurdles such as having multiple record 
keepers, and perceptions that employees are opposed 
to the feature. The most dif!cult of these challenges to 
overcome is the legal barrier, but this report has shown 
how this can be achieved by working with unions and 
including automatic enrollment in collective bargaining 
agreements. Several of the other challenges can be met 
through education and technical assistance. The ques-
tion remains, though: who will provide the resources to 
assist local governments?

legislative priorities. Any time legislation is intro-
duced, political capital is used; so a state retirement 
system would be very judicious in using it, working 
with legislators to pass automatic enrollment legisla-
tion only if its board strongly believes that the feature 
is needed and the political timing is right. While !ve 
states have passed automatic enrollment, the impetus 
was from either the retirement system or legislators 
who wanted automatic enrollment as part of a larger 
retirement reform effort.

Conclusion
Fiscal stress and changing employee work patterns 
have necessitated reforms to public sector retirement 
plans. De!ned bene!t plans still serve as the primary 
retirement bene!t, but they are less generous than in 
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